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SOMEB TIGERS AT PLAY

Savitar yearbook, 1913, p. 150.
Savitar yearbook, 1921, p. 13.
Cover of the *Missouri Outlaw*, a student magazine, January 1930.
Savitar yearbook, 1936, p. 356.
Indispensable Accessories to the
College Wardrobe

Quiz Hat with front and rear view mirrors

Calendar with automatic entry selector to avoid repetition in selecting dates.

Reversible suit, tie, and shirt for dashing appearance and dates.

British lounge military jacket for the smart R.O.T.C. cadet.

"Shoe with a sole" for romantic evenings.

Dark glasses for all males who attend Pan-Hel.

Picnic or "Shack" jacket with beer-proof rubberized jackets capacity 1 qt each.

Savitar yearbook, 1937, p. 333.
Savitar yearbook, 1952, p. 89
Showme magazine, September 1942.
Happy Homecoming

Most of these coloring pages are from the Savitar, the Mizzou student yearbook published from 1894 to 2004. The University of Missouri Libraries have made every issue of the Savitar freely available online. Flip through more than 100 years of Mizzou history at http://goo.gl/QEE15r.

Show us your creations.
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